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Intelligent 360° Radar 
Laser DetectionMAX 360c

360° Radar/Laser Detector with 
Alert-Signaling Arrows | Wi-Fi & Bluetooth
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360° Directional 
Alert Arrows

GPS Intelligence 
Rejects False Alerts

Lightning Fast Response

Connected Car’s Wi-Fi
Provides Crowd Sourced
Alerts & Software Updates

ESCORT Live App 
Provides Crowd-
Sourced Alerts

The new Escort MAX 360c is the first 
radar and laser detector designed for the 
connected car. With built-in Wi-Fi, the 
MAX 360c updates through the on-board 
Wi-Fi connection, alerting the driver to 
the latest threats in real-time.

The new Escort MAX 360c connects 
directly to the car’s Wi-Fi and automati-
cally connects to Escort Live, without the 
need for your smartphone to connect to 
the detector. Escort Live keeps drivers 
aware of upcoming alerts received and 
reported by other users in the area, and 
gives you access to local speed limit 
data for over-speed alerts, right out of 
the box.



Operating Bands X-band 10.525 GHz ± 25 MHz
K-band 23.950 GHz ± 100 MHz
Ka-band 34.700 GHz ± 1300 MHz
Laser 904nm, 33 MHz Bandwidth

 
 

 

 
 

   

  

  

Limited One Year Warranty • Designed in the USA by ESCORT • Manufactured in the Philippines 

©2017 ESCORT Inc. ESCORT®, PASSPORT® MAXII™, DEFENDER®,  AutoLearn™, IVT Filter™, 
StickyCup®, and SmartCord® are trademarks of ESCORT Inc.

UNMATCHED DETECTION – 360 degrees of longest range and lightening fast response 

Protection in all directions Front and rear antennas scan completely around your vehicle and pinpoint signal location.

Fastest Response 

Pinpoint Accuracy - GPS-based AutoLearn uses GPS technology to learn your route and eliminate falsing.

Standard Filtering 

Intelligent Filtering AutoSensitivity reduces false signals by varying sensitivity with vehicle speed.

Custom Filtering 

IVT Filtering Minimizes false alerts from moving In-Vehicle Technology sources such as collision avoidance systems.

 

Crowd Sourced Alerts  

Defender Database Preloaded with thousands of speed camera locations that are updated in real-time via the Escort Live speed trap app.

Web Ready* Easily update your detector with new speed trap locations via built-in Wi-Fi* or USB.

 

Directional Arrows Intuitively display location of threat relative to your vehicle.

Customizable High Resolution Multi- Clearly displays signal type, strength and quantity and even compares your speed to speed limit when connected to Escort Live. 
Colour Graphic Display  

Voice Alerts Clear voice alerts promote focused driving.

Dual-Language Choose English or Spanish text and voice alerts.

FULLY EQUIPPED – A complete package for the ultimate plug-and-play experience

Premium SmartCord Includes convenient power LED, Alert LED and Mute button.

Magnetic StickyCup mount Our best heavy-duty windshield mount provides easy mounting and secure hold.

Premium Travel Case Convenient case is perfect for storing and carrying Escort Max 360c.

Quick Reference Guide Includes simple steps for use right out of the box plus instructions for custom settings and software updates.
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*If you don’t have a connected car or access to a Hotspot through your mobile device for Wi-Fi connectivity, users can still pair their smartphone using Bluetooth® in the MAX 360c and 
get all the features of ESCORT Live. When they get home or park near a Wi-Fi connection, the detector will automatically update to the latest software and �rmware, without having to 
remove the unit from the car.
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